
LAUREN DELAROSA • FRONT END DEVELOPER
Columbia, South Carolina • LaurenDelarosa13@gmail.com • Linkedin • Github

ABOUT ME

I am an Army Corps veteran with a Social Work degree, skilled at problem-solving and serving others. I
have a proven track record in diverse, dynamic environments. I am deeply passionate about making a
positive impact through collaborative teamwork.
SKILLS

Frontend: JavaScript | ES6 | React | CSS | HTML | Fetch API | React Router
Backend: Node.js | Express
Testing: Mocha/Chai | Test-Driven Development (TDD) | Cypress Other: Git | GitHub

SOFTWARE PROJECTS

What’s for Dinner, Solo Project | GitHub Repo

An application that gives users a space to visit for a new, easy answer to the question “What’s for
dinner?”. Features included are the ability to choose between a single food item or an entire meal. Users
can also navigate through the options until they find something they’re craving.

Rancid Tomatillos, Paired Project | GitHub Repo

An application that allows users to view many different movie options as well as see detailed information
about any movies that peak their interest. This project strengthened my collaboration skills as well as my
ability to effectively communicate with a partner while using React, a brand new language.

Rhythm & Rizz, Group Project | GitHub Repo

An application that allows users to express their artistic side. This app is a space for users to visit and
read works of art from many different people as well as submit and display their very own creative
poems. This project included back-end technology that pushed my learning and my patience but was,
ultimately, a major success.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

United States Army Corps of Engineers | 2012-2014
Highly skilled (MOS 12C) Bridge Crewmember with expertise in constructing, operating, and maintaining
military bridges and rafting systems. Strong analytical and problem-solving skills for assessing bridge
sites and executing construction tasks.

Denver Human Services | 2022-2023
Provided essential hygiene products, clothing, and food to clients in need.

EDUCATION AND RELEVANT CERTIFICATIONS

Turing School of Software and Design, Denver, CO 2023

Accredited Frontend Software Engineering Certificate
University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, CO 2020-2022
Bachelor’s of Social Work

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lauren-delarosa-3a5a4b260/
https://github.com/LDeLaRosa13
https://github.com/LDeLaRosa13/whats-for-dinner
https://github.com/paulina-isabel/rancid-tomatillos
https://github.com/Denzel-Turambi/rhythm-rizz-ui



